
For some, learning to enjoy solitude instead of dreading it can be as simple as reframing alone-time. According to 
Csíkszentmihályi, “if being alone is seen as a chance to accomplish goals that cannot be reached in the company of 
others, then instead of feeling lonely, a person will enjoy solitude and might be able to learn new skills in the 
process.” 

There’s a lot that can be better achieved in solitude than in company. According to Psychology Today, “solitude is a 
time that can be used for reflection, inner searching or growth or enjoyment of some kind. Deep reading requires 
solitude, so does experiencing the beauty of nature. Thinking and creativity usually do too.1” 

To effectively reframe your alone-time from a moment of loneliness to a moment of opportunity, try following the 
steps in this exercise: 

1. Reference your personal or professional goals for the year.  
• If you haven’t yet created your yearly goals, reference this paper to get started. 

2. Identify the process goals that can be best achieved through solitary activities. Write these goals down in your 
journal. 
• An example of a personal process goal would be “learning how to bake,” which is connected to an outcome 

goal of “opening a bakery.” An example of a solitary activity could be reading, writing, coding, daydreaming, 
deep thinking or drawing.  

3. Identify the tools or resources that you need to accomplish your solitary process goals. Write each tool/
resource next to the corresponding goal in your journal. 
• Like books for reading goals, journal + pen for writing goals or pencil + pad for drawing goals. 

4. Try to keep these tools close at hand (in your purse, briefcase or desk) for the moments when you’re left alone 
+ your mind begins to wander.   

5. Instead of drifting towards chaotic thoughts or turning to TV or social media, use your alone time to chip away 
at your goals.
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